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FRIDAY FORUM: 
CONTEMPOR ARY ART FROM IR AN
Join us for a Friday Forum devoted to contemporary art and culture from Iran, 
inspired by the V&A’s Epic Iran exhibition. Iran is a vast and varied country with 
rich cultural heritage and a complex political present. Its contemporary art scene 
is a force for exploration and critique of its many faces and histories. The day’s 
talks will explore the legacies of oil, the potential of the digital sphere, and urban 
space as a stage for creativity. This is a special opportunity to hear from artists 
based across Iran and in the diaspora, including curator Morad Montazami and 
artist Azadeh Akhlaghi, in conversation with V&A and Epic Iran curators. Join 
us to discover the fascinating ways in which artists respond to the social and 
political conditions of their time.



V&A AC ADEMY ONLINE

COURSE PROGR A MME
Session 1: Oil and its Legacies 
The Forum begins by exploring the enduring legacies of oil production in Iran, 
through the eyes of artists. Curator Morad Montazami addresses the work of 
leading artists on the petroleum industry in the 1970s, while Babak Kazemi 
explores his photo series “Report to D’Arcy” in reference to William Knox 
D’Arcy, a founder of Iran’s oil and petrochemical industry. Finally, Shirin Sabahi 
presents her film Mouthful—a portrait of the iconic pool of oil installed in the 
Museum of Contemporary Art, Tehran. 

Session 2: Urban Landscapes 
This session examines the varied ways in which urban space in Iran operates as 
a platform for public creativity – from street art to fashion – and as a site of 
competing histories. Hear from artist Azadeh Akhlaghi, whose monumental 
photographs re-stage fraught events from history on city streets. The same 
landscapes are explored by muralist Mehdi Ghadyanloo who addresses street 
art, while Kimia Salehi introduces fashion and sustainability in an urban 
context.

Session 3: The Digital International 
The day ends by looking at the ways artists and curators are using the digital 
sphere as a vehicle for international collaboration. Sohrab Kashani addresses 
The Other Apartment, a project that involved building a replica of his Tehran 
home in Pittsburgh, USA. Both apartments, connected via the internet, were 
used for residencies and exhibitions. the day ends with curators Tarlan Rafiee 
and Yashar Samimi Mofakham – their Bread and Salt Projects series engages 
with how the digital can connect cultures over a table.



COURSE PROGR AMME

10:00  Introduction and welcome

10:05 Introduction to the Epic Iran exhibition at the V&A 
 Sarah Piram, IHF Curator for the Iranian collection, and project curator for
 Epic Iran, V&A, and Ina Sarikhani Sandmann, director of The Sarikhani
 Collection and associate curator for Epic Iran

10:40  Session 1: Oil and its Legacies moderated by Rachel Dedman, Jameel
         Curator of Contemporary Art from the Middle East, V&A
 Morad Montazami, director of Zamân Books & Curating: The Cosmogonies
 of oil traffic and modernism in Iran 
 Babak Kazemi, artist and photographer: A requiem for the black legacy 
 Shirin Sabahi, artist and film-maker: Mouthful

12:40  Lunch break

13:40  Session 2: Urban Landscapes moderated by Ina Sarikhani Sandmann
 Azadeh Akhlaghi, artist and photographer: Eyewitness account 
 Mehdi Ghadyanloo, artist and muralist: TBC
 Kimia Salehi, cofounder of Aassttiinn: Sustainable fashion in current Iranian
 design scene

15:00  Break

15:30  Session 3: The Digital International moderated by Rachel Dedman and
         Sarah Piram
 Sohrab Kashani, interdisciplinary artist, art curator and writer: Museum of Us 
 Tarlan Rafiee & Yashar Samimi Mofakham, visual artists and contemporary
 art curators, Bread and Salt Projects: One Step Forward

17:00  End

 




